
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times…”  

It was Charles Dickens in “A Tale of Two Cities” who wrote that - speaking of Paris and London in the 
18th century – but he could also have been describing Eastern Division in 2021 and 2022. 

The division covers from Brisbane’s bayside to the outskirts of Ipswich, from the Brisbane River to 
the Logan … and like the territory it covers, there are some areas that flourish while others struggle. 

The impact of Covid – and the disruption that it caused to in-person meetings – is not restricted to 
Eastern Division (or even to District 69).  But it also can’t be ignored. 

Some Areas in Eastern (Areas 7, 20 and 26) are relatively strong, but others (Areas 27 and 33) are 
hurting. 
 
A number of clubs have been suspended (Capalaba, Jacaranda) or will be in the current renewal 
cycle (Icon and Sunrise) and a couple of others are in some danger – Logan and Crest, for 
example,  are both below 8 members. 
 
And while Bulimba, Centenary and Springfield Lakes are all at or below 12, it is encouraging that 
Bulimba has sought – and been appointed - a coach. 
 
There were hopes for at least two new clubs in Eastern Division this term – one online-only and one 
corporate – but the resurgence of Covid put those plans in abeyance. 
 
However, even with the difficulties being faced by clubs, it was genuinely encouraging to see the 
Eastern Division conference and competition day at Griffith University be such a success. 

I had a team who organized events on my behalf, for which I am extremely grateful and everything 
ran exceedingly smoothly for the event. 

I give specific thanks to Bill Krafft and Kate Norris – as well as to my Area Directors Thomas Krafft, 
Kat Roberts, Sanju Poondi and John Coorey, and Leonard Scuderi who assisted with the directorless 
A33. 

While attendance numbers were down on the previous face-to-face conference, it was still gratifying 
to see approximately 60 people in attendance - and all five areas represented in contests. 

Congratulations go to worthy winners representing Eastern Division at the District contest – 

•        Mike Vatan for International (A26/Sunnybank), 

•        Colin Williams for Humorous (A20/Leading Edge) 

•        Annette Mayfield for Topics (A20/Leading Edge) 

•        Melanie Surplice for Evaluation (A26/Mt Gravatt) 

While I believe Eastern Division has faced some difficulties this year – and while I believe that there 
will be more challenges ahead – I am supremely confident after discussions with my successor that 
he will rise to meet those challenges. 

I began this report with Dickens' opening from Tale of Two Cities … so, knowing that Eastern Division 
faces a brighter future, let me end it with his closing lines from that same book:  “It is a far, far better 
rest I go to than I have ever known.” 

Graham Cairns 

Eastern Division Director 


